Presented is a method, derived from ordering theory, for the multidimensional scaling of dichotomous item data. The method is said to be related to the methodological multivariate extension of I. Guttman's scalogram analysis developed by C. Coombs and his students. An example is used to compare the data analytic results of the ordering theoretic method and the results of Coombs' method using the conjunctive model. Some relationships of the ordering theoretic method to conventional psychometric data analytic procedures are discussed. (Author/GW) 
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Ordering theory has been introduced as an alternative model of measurement that makes rich use of boolean algebraic procedures and that serves as an extension of Guttman's scalogram analysis. A qualifying Troperty of dat( analysis from an ordering-theoretic perspective is that thl. item response matrix is used not to generate summative scores or square correlation matrices but rather to generate square matrices indicating frequencies of certain item response patterns. For example, Bart and Krus (1973) discussed the use of a square matrix, which indicates the frequencies of (0,1) response patterns for various item pairs, in determining a hierarchy among items.
In its present form, ordering theory is restricted to analysis of bivalent items.
In the cited paper by Bart and Krus, it was indicated that the inner-item logical relationship of "is a prerequisite to" can be used to reinterpret the inter-item relationships amidst an ideal Guttman scale.
To reveal prerequisite relationships among item pairs, frequencies of disconfirmatory (0,1) response patterns are serutiriz(d. The type of data analysis that generates an ordering of test items is performed directly on th.c raw item data and avoids the insertion of summative scores as a phase mediating the raw item response matrix and more advanced treatments of data.
The problem of dimensionality and homogeneity of a given set of measures thus can be approached directly by operations carried on the data undistorted by initial summation over such dimensions as those of items and of subjects.
Previous multidimensional extensions of Guttman's model
In the area of deterministic models, Clyde Coombs and his students (Coombs and Kao, 1955; Bennett, 195], 1956; Milholland, 1953) have contributed to an extension of the Guttman model to the multidimensional case. One model in their extension is termed the conjunctive model. In the conjunctive model, a subject passas an iter if he is as capable as or more capable than the demands of that item on each and every one of the dimensions of the space for thy,
In other words, the subject fails the item if the subject is less 3 capable than the item difficulty for any one or more dimensions of the item space.
One problem relating to this extension was the determination of the number of dimensions in the space for a set of items. Attempts to estimate the minimum dimensionality of n stimuli were articulated by Bennett (1951) and Milholland (1953) . To exemplify this extension, Torgerson (1958) presented a hypothetical set of data which is supposed to fit the zonjunctiye model for twc dimensions; Table 1 depicts that data LI the form of matrix R.
Insert Table 1 about here Reconstruction of the order of items in separate dimensions is based on BeLnett's theorem (Bennett, 1956 ). The item arrangement in two dimensions as a result of operations described by Torgerson (1958) is reprinted in Figure 1 and indicates that the item order ECDBA determines one dimension and the item order ABCED determines the other dimension.
Insert Figure 1 about here
The twodimensional construction is based on the assumption that data fit into two dimensions as specified by Milholland's formula for a lower bound of item space dimensionality (Milholland, 1953) .
As can easily be seen, the Coorgbs' model for this set of data is not completely determined and incompatible patterns such as the item response pattern for subject type 10 are considered to he errant.
The determination of the jimensionality of an item sp.aee 4 remains a problem in the extension of the Guttman model.
An ordering-theoretic extension of Guttman's model
To provide comparison with an ordering-theoretic approach to that problem of multidimensional scaling of items, an orderingtheoretic analysis was performed on the data of Table 1 . First, items and subject types were rearranged according to decreasing marginal suns. An item pattern matrix A (see Table 2 ) is then constructed such that cell entry aij equals the number of (0,1) response patterns foc items i and j respectively; thus, for example, the number 4 entered in the cell for the C row and B column indicates that 4 subject types provided (0,1) response patterns for items C and B respectively. Matrix A is similar to the matrix of percentages of disconfi:matory response patterns for inter-item prerequisite relationships used by Bart and Krus (1973) .
Insert Table 2 about here   From Table 1 , a subject pattern matrix B is constructed such that cell entry bij equals the number of items to each of which subject type i gave a favorable response and subject type j gave an unfavorable response; thus, matrix B which is depicted in Table 3 is analogous to matrix A. To exemplify entries in matrix B, the number 3 entered in the cell for the subject type 2 row and t 1w subject type 7 column indicates that 3 items were answered favorably by subject type 2 while being answered unfavorably by subject type 7. Table 4 indicates frequencies of (1, 0) response patterns. Given that for any two items i and j there are two primary prerequisite relationships --namely, the relationship that success on item i is a prerequisite to success on item j and the relationship that success on item j is a prerequisite to success on item i, the (1,0) response patterns may be viewed as quite informative from an information-theoretic viewpoint for their occurrence tends to reduce the uncertainty regarding the form of prerequisite relationship that may hold between two items (Rao, 1965; Ash, 1965) . The (0,0) and (1,1) response patterns do not provide any information as to which of the two primal), two -Ilan prerequisite rolationships is more tenable for both responso pntIerns confirm 6 both of the primary prerequisite relatl:nships.
Insert Table 4 about here T Matrix A is considered to be analogous to the vs covariance matrix in factor analysis. The factoring problem then relates to the determination of an independent set of linearlyordered factors that will be determined by chains of two-item prerequisite relationships.
As a next step, any long branch of the hierarchy for the sub- Their response patterns are read from the item resporse matrix of Table 1 and recorded in matrix R 1 of Table 5 . Next, their item marginals are computed, items are rearranged in de-T scending order, and a matrix Al is constructed and cited in Table 5 T in a manner similar to the construction of matrix A for the matrix Table 6 in which cell ertry cij is .
--ex of the association of item i with factor j. Matrix C is termed an ordering loading matrix. Matrix C can be viewed
Insert Table 6 Two-dimensional configuration corresponding to the data from Table 1 . Dimensions are inferred from Milholland's fornula for a lower bound of dimensionality and configuration is reconstructed according to Bennett's theorem. Numbered regions in the figure correspond to response patterns of like numbered subject types in Table 1 
